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General Instructions
1. The Q-Paper consists of 3 Sections
2. Section-A : MCQ (QNos1-0) of 2 marks each
3. Section-B : Column Matching (QNos 1-9) of %. mark

each.
4.Section-C: a.Numericals(QNos 10-15) of 3 marks

each & b.Decision tttakinglProving Mathematical-
relationship (Qnos 16-18) of 4 marks each.

5.There is no overall- choice. However, int.ernal
choice has been provided in Sect j-on-C. You may
attempt only one question in all such questions.

5 . All Questions to be answered neatly and legibJ.y
on the paper ptovided.

SECTION . A
I .IdULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS (2 marks each)

1. The pair of equat.ions y:a and Y:b graphically
represent lines that are

a. Intersect,ing at (a, b)

coincident d. Intersecting at (b, a)

2. The condition so t.hat the roots of quadratic
equation ax'+bc+c:Oo where a#0 may be equal in
magrri-tude but opposite in sign is

b. Parallel-

3. The areas

ii. c:0 irr. a:O

of 3 adjacent faces of a

iv. b:0

cuboid are

the cuboid isXtY tZ respectively. The volume of



a. *'y'r' b. ^{xyz c. xyz d . x3y3z3

4. If one of the root of quadratic equation
ax2+bx+c:O is three times the other, then

a. b2=16ac b . b2=3ac c . 3b2:16ac d. 16b2 : 3ac

5. rn A ABC, Sin(B+C) in terms of La is equal to
2

a . Cosec A/ 2 b. Sec A/ 2 C. Sin A/ 2 d. Cos A/ 2

6.If the circumference of circle is equal lo the

perimeter of square, then the ratio of their
areas is

SECTION B

II. Column Matctriner Tlrpe (L/2 rnark each)

Write ttre val.ues as answers against the
Question number.

7. Matchr the trigonometric ratio in column I with
t.he values in column II. (5 x % -2 % )

O. No. Co1umn I Column II

If 3SinA : 4CosA, then

Value of CoSecA is
-1

b. If SinA:{3/2 and Cos B:L/2
Then value of (A*B) is

Z

Cot'A CoSec'A 5/4

d. The value of
s in23 7o+s in2 9 0 +s in2 5 3o

4



oU.

e. I If SinA CosA-0 the Value 0

of sinaA+cosnA is

Consider the following distribution {Bx % :4}

Height (cm; Number of
Students

135-140 3

140-145 q

145-150 22
150-155 15
155-1 60 U

1 50-1 65 5

165-170 .)
L

On t.he basis of the data match the following
columns
O. No. Column I Column II

I. Lower l-imit of median
t-rd5 5

I2

II. Upper limit of modal ciass 51
III. Number of student,s with

heights less than 160cm
5

IV. Number of students with
heiqhts more than l-50cm

145

Number of students in the
median class

150

VI . Cumulative frequency of
the class preceding the
moCal- class

15

VII. Class size JU

VIII. Number of students in the
class succeeding the modal-
clas s

22



q Match the relationship in
that in Column B

column A with
(3x % - ! aa 

)

sEcgroN -c

a.Numerical Problems (3 marks eaeh)

1- 0 . Form thre pair of linear equations in
the following problem and find the solution
graphically.

10 students of Grade X took part in Math

Olympiad. ff Lhe number of girls are 4 more

t,han the nurnber of boys, f ind the number of
boys and girls who participated in the
Olympiad

O. No. Column A Column B
a. The volume of right

circular cylinder is Znr
cubic units, then height
of cylinder is

a)-

b. A sphere of radius r has
same volume as that cf a
cone with a circular base
cf radius r. Then the
hei-qht of cone is

"lzr

C. If the radi-us of cone is
equal to its verlical-
height, then the slant
hei- ght o f the cone i s

) /-



A U

B E

tr

11.

The given figure shows the top view of an

Open Square Box that is divided into 6

ccmpartments with walls of equal height.
Each of the rect.angle D, E, F has twice the
area of the squares ArBrC. When a marble is
dropped in the box at random, it f al- ls int o

one of the compartment

a. F ind Lhe probability that
marble falls intc compartrnent E.

the

L2

b. Probability of marble falling on D

or E Cr F.

The mean cf I,J ,3 , 4 ,5 , 4 is K The number

3,2,4,2,3r3rp have K-1 as mean and

median as q. Find K, P and q.

13. The perimet.er of right angled triangle is
5 times the length of its shortest side.
The numerical value of area of triangle



is 15 tirnes the numerical value cf length
of its shortest. side. Find the J-ength of
the 3 sides of triangle.

L4. The sum of n terms ' of an AriLhmetic
progression whose first Lerm is 5 and

ccmmcn difference is 3 6 is equal to the

*qum cf 2n terms cf another Arithmetic
progression whose f i-rst term is 3 6 and

common Cifference is 5" Fi-nC n.

CR

A polygon has 31 sides, the length of which

starts frcm the smallest to the largest and

are in Arithmetic Progression. If the
perirneter of the polygon is 521 cm and the
length of the I argest side is L6 times the
snrallest, find the length of the smallest
s ide and t hre .o*.h di f f erence of the A. p .

15. 3 horses are tied with 1m lcng rope at
the 3 corners of a triangular field
havinq sj-des 2Am,34m, 42m. Find the area
of the plot whichr cannot. be grazed by the
horses.

CR



A sectcr of circle of radius 15cm has an

angle of 72A0. It is rolled up so that the
2 bounding radii are j oined together to
fcrm a cone, Find the volume of the
cone. (Take \Z : L.4I4) |

b . oecision Making/eroving Mathematical relationship
(4 marks each)

16. If P e Q are 2 points whose co-ordinates are

(aLz, 2at) and tft --2d respectively and s is

1+ 1' *r a point (a,0) Show that Sp SO is independent

of \t'.

PQRS is a rectangle formed by the points
P(-1 ,-I); Q(-L,4); R(5,4); S(5,-1). A/ B, C, D

are midpoints of PQ, QR, RS, SP respectively.

1. Tom says "The quadrilateral ABCD formed is a

rectanq'Le" '

2. Tina says *ABCD is rhombus".

3. Joe says "ABCD is a square". Who among the
three is right? ,Justify.

71 . If the ptn, etn, r"n terms of an AP are at b, c

respectively, then show that:

a (q-r)+b (r-p)+c (p-e) :O t-oRl



If the ptn term of an AP is I and. the qtn term is Iq-p
show that the sum of its pq terms is 1 (pq + 1)

2

18. If the roots of equation : -

{a'+ b2)x2 2(ac + bd)x + c' + d2: O are equal,

prove that ad : bc.

foR It-l
A vulture is s itt.ing on the top of 9m high
pillar . 2'7m away f ron the base of the pil Lar ,

a snake i s moving to its hole which is
located at the base of the pillar. Seeing the
snake, the vulture att.empt.s t.o pounce on it.
If the snake and the vulture are moving at
the same speeC, then at what distance frcm
the hole will the snake be caught?

1 . Reena says, "The snake is caught at a

distance of 1Bm from t.he hole".
2. Seena says, "fL .is caught at a distance

of L2m from the hole".
3 . Meena says, " It is caught at the hole".

Who ancng the three is right? Justify.


